We introduce a generalization of A r -type Toda theory based on a non-abelian group G, which we call the (A r , G)-Toda theory, and its affine extensions in terms of gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten actions with deformation terms. In particular, the affine (A 1 , SU(2))-Toda theory describes the integrable deformation of the minimal conformal theory for the critical Ising model by the operator Φ (2,1) . We derive infinite conserved charges and soliton solutions from the Lax pair of the affine (A 1 , SU(2))-Toda theory. Another type of integrable deformation which accounts for the Φ (3,1) -deformation of the minimal model is also found in the gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten context and its infinite conserved charges are given.
Recently, using the language of operator algebra, Zamolodchikov has shown that there exist some relevant perturbation around conformal field theory which preserve integrability. [1] In particular, when degenerate fields Φ (1, 2) , Φ (2, 1) , Φ (1, 3) and Φ (3, 1) are taken as the perturbations, he suggested that the resulting field theories may possess non-trivial integrals of motion and worked out explicitly for several examples. In the Lagrangian framework, there have been attempts to explain these particular perturbations in terms of the affine extension of Toda field theories [2] [3] . In general, arbitrary coset conformal models can be formulated in terms of the gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) action [4] . Using this fact and also generalizing the recent work of Bakas for the parafermion coset model [11] , one of us (Q.P.) has recently shown that an integrable deformation of G/H-coset models is possible when the gauged WZW action for the G/H-coset model is added by a potential energy term T r(gT g −1T ), where algebra elements T,T belong to the center of the algebra h associated with the subgroup H [6] .
In this Letter, we consider two types of integrable deformations, by operators Φ (2, 1) and Φ (3, 1) , of the minimal model corresponding to the coset (SU(2) N × SU(2) N )/SU(2) 2N where N denotes the level. This corresponds to the deformation of the critical Ising model for N = 1
and that of c = 1 theory in the super conformal minimal series for N = 2. We formulate the minimal model in terms of the gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten(WZW) action and show that the integrable deformations by Φ (2, 1) and Φ (3, 1) can be obtained by adding potential terms; Tr(g
) respectively, where g 1 , g 2 are Lie group SU(2)-valued fields and {L a }, {M a } are two sets of generators of the Lie algebra su(2).
In particular, the action for the Φ (2,1) -deformation suggests a natural generalization of the abelian A r -type Toda theory to the non-abelian (A r , G)-Toda theory for a non-abelain group G and its affine extensions whereas the action for the Φ (2,1) -deformation itself becomes the affine (A 1 , SU(2))-Toda theory. We demonstrate the integrability of both deformed models by deriving Lax pairs for them and also from which infinitely many conserved charges. We also derive n-soliton solutions for the affine (A 1 , SU(2))-Toda theory.
Recall that a lagrangian of the G/H-coset model is given in terms of the gauged WZW functional [4] , which in light-cone variables is 
where A andĀ gauge simultaneously the diagonal subgroups of SU (2)×SU (2) . The classical equations of motion for g 1 and g 2 arise in a form of zero curvature condition,
whereas variations with respect to A andĀ give the constraint equation,
Φ (2,1) -deformation and generalized Toda theory
Having introduced an action for the coset model, we now assert that an integrable deformation is possible when we add to the action a potential term in the following way:
where κ is a coupling constant. The potential term transforms at the classical level as (doublet, singlet) in the convention of coset conformal field theory so that it corresponds to the operator Φ (2, 1) . This changes Eq.(3) by
while leaving the constraint equation unchanged. The main observation in proving the integrability of the model is that Eq.(6) is precisely the integrability condition of the linear 4 × 4 matrix equations with a spectral parameter λ,
where
and
with each entries being 2 × 2 matrices. Note that Eqs. (6) and (7) considered by Mikhailov [7] but without the constraint equation. 3 In fact, the constraint equation imposes a highly non-trivial restriction to the model. For example, without the constraint the abelian limit does not become the sine-Gordon equation but a pair of coupled two scalar field equations. Also, it is important to note that the constraint induces the gauge symmetry which allows different parameterizations of fields depending on particular choices of gauge fixing. To understand this more clearly, we note that the potential term added in Eq. (5) is invariant under the vector gauge transformation;
It is easy to see that Eqs.(4) and (6) require A,Ā to be flat, i.e.
3 A different type of non-abelian Toda equation has also been considered in [10] .
the paper, we fix the gauge by setting A =Ā = 0. In this gauge, the affine (A 1 , SU(2))-Toda equation takes a particularly simple form while the constraint can not be solved locally.
With the linear equation as in Eq. (7), it is now more or less straightforward to obtain infinite conserved currents of the model. Define Φ = Ψexp(λT z) =
the linear equation in each order in λ changes intō
This may be solved iteratively with an initial condition, p 0 = s 0 = 1. For example,
2 g 1 )
The consistency condition; ∂∂p m =∂∂p m and ∂∂s m =∂∂s m in Eq.(12) gives rise to two sets of infinite conserved currents;∂J
In particular, the energy-momentum conservation;∂T ± + ∂Θ ± = 0, is given by
2 ) = (g
while the other half of the conservation gives
2 ) = ∂(g
It is interesting to observe that T − in the abelian limit becomes T − = ∂ 2 φ which is precisely the term added to improve the energy-momentum tensor in the Feigin-Fuchs construction.
Next, we derive n-soliton solutions by using the technique of Riemann problem with zeros [8] . Take a trivial solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) 
where U 0 and V 1 , given by
are independent of λ. If we identify U 0 and V 1 with those of Eqs.
(7)-(9) in the gauge
A =Ā = 0, we obtain precisely n-soliton solutions. In practice, these identifications can be simplified a lot if we make the following reductions;
Since the diagonal structure of
for the linear operators in Eq. (7) with Q = diag(1, −1), Ψ may be reduced by the Z 2 -action; Ψ(λ) =
ii) Unitarity reduction
With reductions imposed, Φ and Φ −1 may be written as 
, it is easy to show that Eqs. (20) and (21) can be solved in terms of arbitrary constant vectorsn α and
while m α and s α can be expressed in terms of t α and n α by
Having determined Φ and Φ −1 as above, we finally obtain n-soliton solutions by evaluating Eq.(18) at λ = 0 such that
which gives Φ −1 (λ = 0) = G = diag(g 1 , g 2 ) in the gauge A =Ā = 0. The result is
If n 1 α is invertible, the n-soliton solution can be written more compactly with (27) where
It is interesting to check that our soliton solution satisfies the constraint in Eq.(10). For n-soliton solutions,
With the help of the relation, s
, it is straightfoward to check that n-soliton solution indeed satisfies the constraint.
Consider a deformation of the coset model Eq. (2) by adding a potential term;
where β is a coupling constant and the summation is assumed for the repeated indices a and b. We also write {L a = σ a /2} and {M a = σ a /2}(σ a are Pauli matrices) for two sets of generators of SU(2) each corresponding to g 1 and g 2 respectively. The potential term in this case transforms as (triplet, singlet) so that it corresponds to the Φ (3,1) -deformation. The equations of motion for g 1 and g 2 are
[
together with the constraint equations,
In order to prove the integrability of the equation, here, unlike the previous case where we have embedded the product group SU(2) × SU(2) into the 4 × 4 matrix group, we work directly with the product group and denote g :
Note that in these notations, the potential term takes a simple form;
The connections A,Ā, which gauge both g 1 and g 2 , are given by
a M a where 1 1 , 1 2 denote identity elements. The key observation for the integrability of this product-type model is that the equations of motion can be merged into a single zero curvature form with a spectral parameter λ such that
Using the identity 
The zero curvature expression for the model again leads to the infinite conserved currents through the same procedure as in the generalized Toda case. By making use of the constraint equation, we first define B field by 
This may be solved iteratively with a parametriztion of Φ m by 
With an initial condition Φ 0 = 1, the first iterative solution, for example, is
Also, the consistency condition; ∂∂Φ m =∂∂Φ m yields a large set of infinite conservation laws in components through Eqs.(36)-(39) whose explicit form can be easily written down.
Here, however we simply report the first non-trivial conservation law, In this Letter, we have introduced integrable deformations of coset models by adding potential terms which correspond to Φ (2, 1) and Φ (3, 1) operators. We have demonstrated the integrability by deriving explicitly infinite conservation laws in each case. The deformation by the operator Φ (3, 1) has not been taken seriously in previous works since the operator becomes irrelevant for c < 1. However, for c = 1, it becomes marginal and since our work proves the classical integrability of the deformed coset model with coset (SU(2) N × SU(2) N )/SU(2) 2N for all N, it would be interesting to understand physical implications of this type of deformation as well as those of the Toda-type deformation.
